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A previous paper described a simple adjustment algorithm which could

be employed to set the tap gains of a transversal filter for the equalization

of data transmission systems. An automatic equalizer was shown which

used this algorithm during a training period of test pulse transmission

prior to actual data transmission. The present paper extends the utility of

this automatic equalization system by permitting it to change settings during

the data transmission period in response to changes in transmission chan-

nel characteristics. Three schemes for accomplishing this adaptive equaliza-

tion without the use of test signals are described and evaluated analytically.

The first such scheme uses periodic estimates of channel response based

on the received data signal to adjust or update the transversal filter settings.

The second system is entirely digital and employs a sequential testing pro-

cedure to make adjustments aperiodically as they are required by changing

conditions. The third system uses information obtained from a forward-

acting error correction system for the purposes of adaptive equalization. Of
the three systems described, the second is not only theoretically superior, but

is practically the simplest. Experimental results for this second system are

described.

I. INTRODUCTION

A previous paper1 has dealt with the problem of automatic equaliza-

tion for data transmission systems. In that paper, it was assumed that a

finite-length transversal filter was to be used to correct the pulse re-

sponse of a baseband (VSB) system at the sampling instants. A simple

control system was shown which could be used to adjust the tap gains

of the transversal filter to optimum positions using a series of test

pulses transmitted prior to actual data transmission. After this training

period the control system is disconnected, the tap gains remain fixed,
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and normal data transmission ensues. This automatic equalization

system has been used in conjunction with multilevel vestigial sideband

modulation to achieve a rate of 9600 bits-per-second on private line

voice facilities.
234

Two limitations of this automatic equalization system are immedi-

ately apparent— it requires that test pulses be transmitted and it

must be reset in another training period whenever the channel char-

acteristics change. Other disadvantages of the present mode of operation

include the long training period required to establish accurate final

settings and the possibility of a nonlinear channel causing the trans-

mission characteristics for data transmission to be slightly different from

those for isolated pulse transmission.

For these reasons, it has been found advantageous to develop an

equalizer capable of deriving its control signals directly from the trans-

mitted data signal itself. Such an equalizer would be capable of tracking

a time varying channel and would also circumvent the other difficulties

associated with preset equalizer operation. To distinguish this equalizer

from the previously described preset automatic equalizer, we shall call

the tracking equalizer an adaptive equalizer. The purpose of the adaptive

equalizer is to continually monitor channel conditions and to readjust

itself when required so as to provide optimum equalization. To conserve

signal power and bandwidth, the channel monitoring (or system iden-

tification) of the adaptive equalizer must be done using only the normal

received data signal and without the benefit of added test information.

In this paper, we will present a few techniques which may be used

to achieve adaptive equalization. Since these techniques are based on

the use of a particular tap gain adjustment algorithm used in the preset

equalizer, we will begin with a brief description of this equalizer and the

algorithm.

II. PRINCIPLES OF TRANSVERSAL FILTER EQUALIZATION

In the preset automatic equalizer, a sequence of isolated test pulses is

transmitted through the channel and demodulator. At the output of

the demodulator, the pulse waveform is designated x(t) as shown in

Fig. 1. The pulse then passes through a (2N + l)-tap transversal filter

whose tap gain settings are c_* , • • • , c* . The output pulse of the equa-

lizer is

tit) = E cMt-jT). (1)
j=-N
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INPUT PULSE
FROM DEMODULATOR l(t)

OUTPUT
PULSE h(tj

X2 h -4 h -3 h -2 h -1 h h
1

h2 h3 h4

TRANSVERSAL FILTER EQUALIZER

INITIAL DISTORTION

D =E'l xnl

hn=E c
j
xn-j

FINAL DISTORTION

Fig. 1— Transversal filter equalizer.

Since the output of the equalizer will be sampled at T second intervals

during data transmission, we are only interested in the samples

f. = fiinT)

of the output pulse. In terms of the input samples x„ we can write

.V

rh ,
= E <**«-/ (2)

;=-JV

The objective of the equalizer control circuitry is to set the tap gains

such that the pulse distortion D is minimized, where we define*

d = \ fr 14. i. (3)

This criterion is equivalent to requiring that the equalizer maximize

the eye opening.

We assume that the input is normalized so that .ro = 1 and that the

center tap Co is used to satisfy the practical constraint ^o = 1. In Ref. 1

it was proved that if the initial distortion D < 1, where

* Primes on summations indicate deletion of the zeroth term.
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DO = Z' | Xn |, (4)

then the output distortion D is at a minimum when the 2N tap gains

Cj for
| j |

^ iV, j ?* are adjusted so that ft,
= for | n | ^ N, n ^ 0.

In other words, if a binary eye is open before equalization, then using

the tap gains to force zeros in the output response is optimum.

Also, if the initial distortion is less than unity, it was shown that a

simple iterative procedure could be used to obtain optimum tap gain

settings. In this procedure each tap gain c, is adjusted an amount —A
sgn fa after each test pulse. (The center tap gain c is adjusted by —A
sgn (^o — 1).) Thus one simply inspects the polarities of the output

pulse flit) at the sampling times and uses this polarity information to

advance or retard counter-controlled attenuators along the tapped delay

line.

In constructing an adaptive equalizer we shall use this same simple

adjustment algorithm. The problem now becomes one of finding the

polarities of the channel pulse response %(t) without the benefit of test

pulses. Once the decisions have been made as to the most likely polarities

for the impulse response samples fa , we make discrete adjustments in

the corresponding tap gains c> to correct the equalizer. (This is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 2.) The adjustments in tap gains can be made

periodically or only as required by changes in transmission characteris-

tics. Since the normal telephone channel's characteristics change very

slowly, the decisions regarding the channel response polarities can be

FROM
DEMODULATOR

ADVANCE C-N IP f_ n <0
RETARD C-n IF h- n >0

h_r

ESTIMATE OF h _ n

Fig. 2— Adaptive equalizer.
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made extremely accurate. In general the more accurate these decisions,

the more precise the equalization which can be obtained, but with a

corresponding increase in adaptive equalizer response, or settling time.

We shall evaluate the accuracies and response times of the adaptive

equalizers described in subsequent sections.

III. PERIODIC EQUALIZER ADJUSTMENT

3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Response Values

Let us assume that at the end of every KT seconds we wish to make

a decision as to the current most probable impulse response polarities

and to effect an incremental adjustment of the equalizer. The demodu-

lated and equalized voltage at time tk is

Vk = Z^ CLnflk-n + Vk , (5)

where the a„'s are the input symbols chosen from an M-symbol alphabet,

the h tl 's are the samples of the overall (equalized) system impulse re-

sponse, and the 7/A-'s are noise samples.* We also make the following key

assumptions.

(i) The noise samples rjk are independent, identically distributed

Gaussian variables with variance a
2

,

(ii) The input data symbols are uncorrected.

(m) The probability of error is relatively small, so that for practical

purposes the sequence {a„\ is available at the output of the

detector.

(iv) The channel response samples f[n are essentially constant over

the observation interval of KT seconds.

It is important to note that these assumptions are not made because they

are true in a practical situation, but are made at this time to enable us

to derive a reasonable system configuration and to assess its probable

performance. Assumption (ii) is a particularly important one which we
shall have to consider more carefully in predicting actual system per-

formance.

Since we are using a decision-directed system — i.e., the detected

symbols a„ are assumed correct — we can regard the signal samples yn as

being determined by noise and the set of parameters f\ n By an appro-

* It is true that the noise sequence \rik) must pass through the equalizer. How-
ever, since in practice, all the tap gains c, of the equilizer except for c are very
small we assume that the statistics of the noise sequence are unaffected by the

equalizer.
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priate statistical technique we can make estimates of the response

samples hn from the signal samples yt . Using the set of assumptions (i)

through (w), the probability of receiving the sequence \yk}, k — 1,

• • • , K for a particular choice of the parameter set /}„ is

K exp - Tr-Ayk - E dnflk-n) (a\

p(y|h) = II j= •

The likelihood function L(y|h) is the logarithm of p(y |h). Apart from

a constant, this is

L(y|h) = E - o-ilSfc - 2 M*-*J • (7)

The maximum likelihood estimates of the (2N + 1 ) response values of

f£jf j =—M,--- ,
+N, needed to adjust the transversal filter tap gains

are determined by the (2JV + 1) simultaneous equations dL/df[j = 0.

Thus

E ak-j (yk - E M*-» ) = 0, for j = -N, ,
+iV.

A--1 \ u=-°o /

These equations are more conveniently rewritten in the form

(8)

where

^ E ak-m ~ E hnA nj = 0, (9)
A k=l H=-»

1
K

= V? E ak-ndk-j (10)
A fc=i

Because of assumption (ii) that the input symbols are uncorrected,

for a reasonably long averaging period K we can use A nj = S8„j where

S is the average signal power. This simplification yields the estimators

i- = ^S«-- (ii)

We could easily now find the variance of the estimates (11) under

the assumption of random data, and we would discover that they are

poorly converging estimates with typically about 50,000 samples y* re-

quired before we could move the equalizer taps with any degree of con-

fidence. This exorbitant settling time is caused by the presence of a

large parameter, ^o~ 1, among a set of typically very small parameters.
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Boar ill mind that in normal operation the equalization will be very close

to perfect and the samples fa forj ^ will be generally much less than

0.01 in magnitude.

This difficulty is circumvented by estimating (/[o — 1) which is com-

parable in size to f\j for J ^ instead of directly estimating ^ . There-

fore, we define

h, = (12)

The samples hj represent equalization error in the output pulse response.

Following estimation of these values each of the taps Cj is advanced if

/(,_, is negative and retarded if hj is positive— the center tap being

handled the same as any other tap.

Substitution of (12) in (7) gives the likelihood function

L(y \h) = J^ — —Auk - ak — £ ajik-n ) • (13)

The quantities (y* — a*) will be used frequently so we designate these

ek since they represent the error between the received sample yk and the

detected level ak . The maximum likelihood estimates of the equalization

error become

1
K

h = ^r,Hak-jek . (14)
/to fc=l

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of an adaptive equalizer employing

the estimates (14). In this system, the detected levels ak are converted

to analog form and subtracted from the received samples yk to form the

error samples ek . The error samples ek are then correlated simultaneously

with each of the detected symbols ak-j for j = —N ,
• • •

, +N. To
accomplish this, the error samples ek must be delayed NT seconds while

the detected samples ak are passed along a (2iV + l)-tap delay line.

The delay line may consist of parallel shift registers since the samples

ak are in digital form. The outputs of the correlators (multipliers— low-

pass filters) are sampled at K symbol intervals and appropriate actions

arc taken on the transversal filter attenuators.

3.2 Performance of the Adaptive Equalizer Under Ideal Conditions

In assessing the performance of an adaptive equalizer, we are primarily

concerned with accuracy and settling time. The action of the equalizer
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Fig. 3— Periodically sampled adaptive equalizer.

is that of a multidimensional random walk with a bias toward correct

equalization being supplied by the estimation circuitry. We shall make

the assumption of small tap interaction and consider that each of the

tap gains exhibits a one-dimensional walk independent of the action of

other taps. The fundamental quantity involved in questions of accuracy

and settling time is the probability P(sgn hj = sgn hj) = pc . For given

noise and data statistics this probability is a function of the value of

hj and represents the probability of making a correct adjustment of

tap Cj . When
|
hj

|
is large, i.e., equalization is poor, we expect that pc

will be close to unity, while for small
|
hj

|
the probability pc approaches

0.5 and the tap gain tends to wander.

The adaptive equalizer must be designed to keep the inevitable wander

of the tap gain within bounds imposed by accuracy requirements. Gen-

erally, we would wish to take full advantage of the inherent accuracy

of the attenuator setting apparatus, i.e., each attenuator is adjusted in

steps of A. Thus, when the equalizer is in perfect adjustment each tap

gain will have an error of about 0.5A, which means that each of the

samples hj will be about 0.5A in magnitude. At the end of K symbol
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durations, each of the gains will be increased or decreased by A. If

\hj\ = 0.5A and a mistake is made in the polarity of hj , then the next

value of hj will be about 1.5A in magnitude and distortion will be con-

siderably increased. We should generally design the system so that each

tap gain spends a great majority of the time in the state where
|
h

},\
=

0.5A and a small amount at 1.5A. Thus, for example, we may wish pc

to be 0.99 when hj = 0.5A.

We now evaluate pc (hj) under the ideal conditions given in assump-

tions (i) through (iv). When the averaging period K is large the esti-

mates hj become normally distributed. The mean value of hj is

h = Trr, 2 a-fc-A
,

• (15)Ko fc=l

The error sample e* may be written

6fc = Vk — CLk = 2J 0>nhk~n + Vk (16)
n=-oo

so that (15) becomes

_ 1 r °° 1 k

h = TFn J2 Z) dK-jCln h-n + VFo 2 ttk^flk. (17)

Since akaj = SSkj we have the necessary result

lj = hj. (18)

The variance, <r/, of hj may be evaluated in straightforward fashion.

-. K K oo oo

07 = v,™ Z-, 2_, E A, ak-janae-jam hh-nh e-m
K'&- fc=l c=l n=-°° m=-«

,
, *

_
(19)

T" 1^202 ^-' ^ O-k-jtte-jVklJe ~ "4 •

The four-fold sum in (19) may be partitioned into three sums involving

pairwise equality in subscripts and an overlap term. A little manipula-

tion yields

*' = ± E h,~ + £-2 Z (K- n)hj+nhj-n + ^ . (20)
J\_ n=_oo J\. n=l ZVO

To get some sort of feel for the values involved, let's assume that

hi = 0.5A or — 0.5A with equal probability when \j\ ^ N and is zero

otherwise. Then the expected value of cr/ becomes
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,2 - 1 /iVA
2

*>
For p c to be 0.99 when hj = 0.5A, we require that 0.5A = 2.33a,- , so that

for the zero noise condition

K « 10.8N. (22)

For example, a 13-tap equalizer in the absence of noise requires about

140 symbols (0.058 sec. at a baud rate of 2400) to make a sufficiently

accurate estimate. However, for a typical phone line application we

require extremely accurate equalization so that A might typically be

on the order of 0.0025 while the signal-to-noise ratio (S/tr
2

) is about 30

db. In this case, the noise term in (21) completely swamps the "inter-

symbol clutter" term NA2
/2 and the 0.99 accuracy at 0.5A condition

means that

K^. (23)

For this example, 3470 samples (1.45 sec) are required per step of

equalization.

3.3 Performance of the Adaptive Equalizer Under Adverse Conditions

Now that the equalization system configuration has been established

under the assumption of ideal conditions, it becomes necessary to judge

deterioration when these conditions are not met in practice. Through-

out this paper, the specific application is assumed to be high-speed,

voice telephone channel, data transmission.

Assumption (i) regarding Gaussian noise is usually justified in prac-

tice (the impulsive noise is not a determining factor for high-speed

transmission) and in any event is not a very crucial assumption. As-

sumption (Hi) that the received symbols are detected correctly is

generally amply satisfied during normal data transmission with error

rates of 0.01 or less. Remember that the information from a thousand

or more symbols may be averaged to make one decision regarding equa-

lization. Thus, we only require that a large majority of decisions are

correct. Obviously the system performance deteriorates and finally

"breaks" as the error rate becomes higher and higher, but the ana-

lytical evaluation of the effect appears difficult. Experimental results

will be mentioned in a later section of this paper, but it should be said

here that the system will work well with error rates on the order of 0.1.
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Once the equalizer begins to work, the error rate quickly drops back to a

more normal value.

The time variation rate of the channel must be matched with the

accuracy requirement to arrive at an averaging time KT seconds

during which the channel does not vary greatly compared to the size

step A being taken on the equalizer taps. In the phone line application,

this appears simple even for very high accuracies since the transmis-

sion characteristics are not usually observed to continually change at

any great rate.

The most troublesome of the four ideal assumptions is the one in-

volving uncorrelated input symbols. During normal data transmission

one would expect that the sequence {a,,} would appear random over an

interval of a thousand symbols, but unfortunately this is frequently

not the case. Long steady sequences of ones or of zeros may be used to

hold the line, or the dotting pattern of alternate ones and zeros may be

employed for some such purpose. In any event where a short, repet-

itive pattern is transmitted the spectrum of the transmitted signal

consists of a number of discrete lines. Obviously it is impossible at the

receiver to extract any information about the channel's transmission

characteristics except at a few discrete points. Any adaptive equalizer

must be prepared to weather this period and await new random data

upon which meaningful decisions can be made. Fortunately, it can be

shown that the adaptive equalizer of Fig. 3 acts on whatever informa-

tion is available in the received data and retains its settings through

periods of bad sequences.

We return now to (17) and remove the assumption concerning un-

correlated data. Then

lj = E Krj-,, (24)

where r,- is the normalized autocorrelation function of the input data

sequence (which is assumed to be stationary).

1
K

1-j = Iim —^ X) akak-j . (25)
jC-co ZA.O k=-K

For ideal equalization, we require that the action of the equalizer

cause hlt
= for \n\ ^ N. The adaptive equalizer tries to accomplish

this by forcing hj = for \j\ ^ N. As can be seen from (24), a slight

error may be introduced if r,- -^ for j r" 0. The only error involved,

however, is to cause some influence of the samples hn for \n\ > N on
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the tap settings. Generally, these samples which are outside the range of

equalization are quite small (otherwise the number of equalizer taps

needs to be increased) and their effect is only multiplied by the tails of

the input autocorrelation function. Suppose, for example, that hn =
for

|
n

|
> N. Then after equalization

_ w

k = E hnr,-n = for \j\£N (26)
n=—N

and the only solution to this set of (2N + 1 ) equations is the perfect

state h„ = for
|
w

|
^ N provided the matrix

n n • • r2ff

r-i r

R =
. (27)

is nonsingular.

If the data sequence consists of a repetitive pattern of period L sym-

bols, then Tj = i-j+L and the rank of R cannot be greater than L. Thus,

if the period of pattern repetition L is less than the number of taps on

the equalizer (2N + 1), then the equalizer does not reach optimum
settings. Consider then what settings the equalizer does reach. In view

of Tj = Tj+L we can rewrite (24) in the form

k = T,rn { E hj-n-mS (28)
n=0 \m=—» J

and

% = hj+L . (29)

Thus, only L taps of the equalizer represent independent feedback loops,

while the other (2N + 1 — L) tap gains are slaves to the L gains con-

sidered independent. In fact, they receive the identical error signals

and are thus incremented identical amounts. The equalizer solves the

L simultaneous equations to arrive at

00

E hi-*!. = (30)
m=—»

fori = 0, ,L- 1.

Actually, this solution minimizes the data distortion for the particular

sequence being transmitted. The received samples y^ may be written in

terms of the equalization error samples hn using (5) and (12).
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IJk — 2J dnhk-n + o* + 9* • (31)

But, since a* = 0*+*, , we have

Zfl, E **—<*} + ak + 7?, (32).'. " ,_. -mt
n-0

and we see that an equivalent channel response could be defined as

\gn ) where

g, - E ft—i ^ n £ L - 1«— (33)

<7„ = elsewhere.

The distortion for the equivalent channel is minimized by zeroing the

samples g n within the range of the equalizer, but this is precisely what

(30) indicates is done.

If the equalizer is at a nominally perfect setting (h n = 0; |
n

|
^ N)

when the repetitive sequence is begun, then the equalizer holds its

settings over the time of periodic transmission. There is no possibility

of a drift in settings since taps c* and Ck+t are "locked" together and yet

must maintain the solutions gn = 0. There are L free taps and L inde-

pendent equations for which the taps are initially at a solution. Thus,

the equalizer can hold its settings over an indefinite time while periodic

sequences are transmitted so long as the channel characteristics remain

fixed.

If the channel response changes while periodic sequences are being

transmitted then the equalizer will move to a new solution of (30) to

minimize the distortion for the particular periodic sequence. However,

this solution will not infer that /(„ = for
|
n

\ ^ N and the equalization

will not be perfect when random data starts again.

The action of the equalizer for unfavorable data sequences can be

summarized by saying that the system always attempts to do the best

equalization possible for the data being transmitted. In no case is the

equalization deteriorated because of the adaptive loop over the per-

formance of a fixed equalizer.

IV. AN IMPROVED DIGITALIZED ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER

4.1 Descriplioti

There is a great premium attached to the use of digital circuits where

possible for reasons of equipment cost and size. It is possible to con-
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siderably simplify the implementation of the adaptive equalizer of

Fig. 3 by discarding linear concepts and using only polarity information

throughout. Thus, instead of correlating the error signal ek with the

detected symbols ak-j we add mod 2 the binary symbols corresponding

to the polarities of ek and ak-j . The resulting simplification can be

seen in Fig. 4. The symbol polarity sgn a*-, is obtained by passing the

most significant digit of the detected symbol (in binary format) through

a shift register. In the Gray code commonly used for binary-to-multi-

level conversion the first bit indicates polarity of the symbol.

The polarity of error sgn ek can be produced by the simple expedient

of adding an additional stage of slicing to the log2 M slicers required for

M-level transmission. Each stage of the log2 M slicers "folds" the signal

value about the last threshold, so that an extra stage simply produces

automatically the polarity of the error sgn ek . Fig. 4 illustrates a 16-level

transmission system. Five stages of slicing are employed. The first four

stages deliver the four detected bits indicating the received symbol

ak while the first and fifth bits are used for equalization purposes.

After passing the error polarity through an iV-stage shift register

Uk-

]-ek

"aJT

l )

5-BIT
SLICER

PARALLEL-
TO-SERIAL
CONVERTER

DATA
OUT

FIRST BIT

sgn(ak )

Fig. 4— 3-tap digital adaptive equalizer.
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(in order to be able to correlate with N future and N past symbol po-

larities), the error polarities and symbol polarities are summed using

exclusive-OR circuits. At this point we are able to easily introduce an

improvement over the low-pass filter and periodic slicer used in the

equalizer of Fig. 3. The problem with periodic slicing is that a comprom-

ise time interval KT must be chosen for averaging which is based on

the most critical situation of near perfect equalization. The equalizer

moves just as slowly when equalization is poor and the correlator out-

put samples need much less averaging for a given accuracy.

A sequential testing procedure is clearly called for in this application.

In a sequential test, the interval between decisions is determined by the

input data itself. Instead of averaging data over a KT second interval

and then sampling to determine polarity, running sums of the exclusive-

OR outputs are kept. Positive and negative thresholds are set and the

tests are terminated whenever these thresholds are crossed. This pro-

cedure is most easily implemented in digital form using up-down binary

counters whose capacities of 2C counts determine the decision threshold

value. Whenever a one is emitted from the exclusive-OR the counter

advances one count, while a zero retards the counter one count. When
the counter overflows we decide the polarity of hk is positive and reduce

the gain of on tap Ck . The counter is then reset to the center position of

C counts. Similarly, an underflow adjusts ck one step higher and resets

the counters. The 2C storage counters are of course tied directly to the

up-down counters which control the tap gain to accomplish this task

in a most simple manner.

Thus, the equalizer of Fig. 4 is surprisingly simple. It requires only an

iV-stage shift register, a slicer, and (2iV -f- 1) binary counters of capacity

2C in order to convert a preset equalizer to the adaptive mode. Since

the storage counters are used for averaging during stepup for the preset

equalizer we finally arrive at an adaptive equalizer which costs almost

nothing more than a preset equalizer.

The question arises as to why the preset mode (test pulses before

transmission) is needed at all. In many cases it may not be needed

provided a period of initial equalization is alloted during which data is

transmitted, but not used due to its unreliability. As we shall find,

the adaptive equalizer can accomplish a given degree of accuracy in

equalization in less time than a preset equalizer providing the error rate

is not too high. However, during initial setup the error rate is generally

so high that the adaptive equalizer operates very slowly or not at all.

Thus, a short period of test pulses can be profitably used to bring the
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error rate down to manageable values before adaptive equalization is

begun.

4.2 Analytical Evaluation

In this section we will evaluate the probability of correct adjustment

of tap Cj and the average time required for an adjustment. The prob-

ability of correct adjustment pc depends on the size (2C) of the storage

counters and on the probability of an up-count p, and of a down-count

q, on the jth storage counter.

The fcth count of thej'th counter is obtained by multiplying the polari-

ties of ek and ak-j Let us assume for convenience that h}
- is positive

(for negative hj the situation is, of course, entirely similar). The prob-

ability of a correct adjustment is then the probability of an overflow

occurring before an underflow. The probability of an up-count is

p = P(ek > 0, a,_y > 0) + P(ek < 0, a,_,- < 0). (34)

These probabilities are identical so we use

p = 2P(ek > 0, a,._, > 0). (35)

Equation (35) can be rewritten in terms of the conditional probability

p = 2P(ek > | «,_,- > 0)P(ak.j > 0). (36)

The symbols a, will be taken as independent and equally likely to assume

any of the M values. Take 2d as the distance between adjacent levels,

so that d is the distance from any level to the nearest slicing (decision)

threshold. The amplitudes a}
- can assume are then d(2i — 1) for

i = —M/2 -\- 1, • • •
, M/2. Since ak-j can be positive or negative with

equal likelihood, (30) becomes

p = P(ek > | ak-j > 0) (37)

Now we need to evaluate the conditional probabilities in (38). With

equalization error samples hn at times nT and noise samples t\n , the

received voltage at time kT is

Vk = zl anhk-n + ak + jj* . (39)
n

The error voltage ek is
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% = 2_/ O-nhk-n + Vk (40)

We remove the term involving ak-j in (40) to obtain

Ck = dk-jhj + [ Zl Cbnhk-n + Vk]-
n^k-j

(41)

The assumption is made that the sum of the intersymbol interference

and noise (the terms in brackets) is Gaussian distributed, with mean

zero and variance a
2

. The error ek is then Gaussian with mean ak-jhj

,

and variance a .

The probability density of ek is sketched in Fig. 5. The conditional

probabilities in (38) should be interpreted as the probability that, given

given ak-j was at level i, we decide that ek is positive. If ek crosses the

decision threshold on the right-hand side of Fig. 5, it will appear to the

receiver that ek was negative since ak will be incorrectly received as the

next higher symbol. If ek crosses the decision threshold on the left, ek is

interpreted as being positive. Thus, the conditional probability may be

written (refer to Fig. 5)

P(ek > | ak-j) = \ + pi - (P2 - p3 ) (42)

where

1
A/2-n-ff J_

Pi =

V* ~ P3) =
a/2^«t I

d+ak _jhj

exp dx

7T<T •'d-ak _ ih i

exp (
— —•

j ) dx

(43)

(44)

DECISION
THRESHOLD

DECISION
THRESHOLD

Fig. 5— The probability density p(e fc | ak-j).
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With the equalization even fairly good (as it must be if meaningful data

are being transmitted), ak-jhj must be a small number so that the ranges

of integration in (43) and (44) are small. Thus, we make the approxima-

tions

»«?e (45)

2ak-

(p* — p3 ) =—

at-jhj

rff

Aexp
(-2T*) (46)

V2t<t

Using these approximations we can write

P[ek > 0|a*_i = d(2i - 1)] = \

d(2i - l)hj\~ ( d2 \~\ (47)d(2i - l)hjV ( d2 \~\

This expression is substituted into (38) and the summation is easily per-

formed over i to give

V = h + l

/ d2 \~\ hjdM

^{-2?)\^VT,- (48)

For normal operation the exponential term in the brackets is small in

comparison with unity and may be neglected. This term gives the con-

tribution due to slightly more errors being made in the right-hand

region (p2 ) than in the left-hand region (p3 ). An examination of the

relative probabilities p and (p2 — P3) without the approximations (45)

and (46) shows that (p-2 — p$) is generally small in comparison with p,

even for error rates if 0.01 and higher. Thus, the system is able to esti-

mate the polarity of hj even when the eye is completely closed.

The final approximation for the probability p of a correct step in the

jth counter becomes

p
=
$+2^m- (49)

Generally, this probability is only a little larger than 0.5, hence

many counts must be averaged before a decision can be made as to

whether p > §, in which case hj > 0, or whether p < \ and consequently

hj < 0. This averaging is best done using the 2C-count storage devices,

since these devices effect a sequential test of the two hypotheses p > |

and p < \. This sequential test will require less time on the average
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for a given accuracy than straightforward averaging with a fixed sample

size as in the adaptive equalizer of Fig. 3. In addition, it is more easily

implemented than the former technique.

The probability pc of an overflow before an underflow when the prob-

ability of an up-count is p and the probability of a down-count is q = 1 —

p is taken from Feller's analysis of the problem of the gambler's ruin.
5

For a 2C counter initially set to its midpoint of C, Feller gives

p=1 _ (q/Pr - ( q/P )

c mV°

(q/p)
2c -l

•

^
}

If pc is to be close to unity, (q/p)
2C
must be small compared with (q/p)

c
,

so we approximate (50) as

pc ttl - (q/p)
c

. (51)

We can further simplify this expression since q and p are both very close

to 0.5. Writing

p = 0.5 + e

q = 0.5 - e]

(52)

we obtain

(q/p) « 1 - 4e (53)

and we use

(1 - 4e)
c = exp [C log (1 - 4e)] (54)

to obtain the approximation

pc = 1 - exp (-4Ce). (55)

Finally, we substitute the value of e from (49).

/ 2ChjdM\
, v

(-T^sj- (56)pc
= 1 — exp I

—

The average number of counts required for an overflow (or underflow

)

is also given by Feller.

C 2C
n = ri-(g/p)

c
i (57)

(q - p) (q - p)

Using the same approximations in (57) as we used in (51) results in the

approximation
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In order to be able to compare this system with the previous adaptive

equalization system which uses linear techniques and averages over a

fixed interval of K symbols, we need to find pc in terms of h}
-

, n and

S/a
2

. The signal power S for an M-level system with separation 2d is

S = - "f d\2i - l)
2 = i (M2 - 1). (59)

Now combining (59), (58), and (5G) we arrive at (for M ~2> 1)

pc = 1 — exp ( nhj
2 —

) (digitalized) (60)
\ T a-

J

whereas an equivalent approximation for the previous equalizer is

As expected, this comparison shows the previous system requires about

twice as much time to achieve a given degree of accuracy as does the

digitalized system. For the specific example used earlier 3090 symbols

(1.29 seconds) are required to achieve an accuracy pc = 0.99 when

h} = 0.5A, A = 0.0025, and S/a = 1000.

This does not mean that the digitalized equalizer operates twice as

fast as the previous equalizer. Actually, it operates much faster than that.

The average time of 3090 symbols is required only when hj = 0.5A

and since this represents perfect equalization we don't care how long

the equalizer takes to move to the state — 0.5A. When the gain c,- is

out of equalization by a single step h }
- is approximately 1.5A and accord-

ing to (58 ) the time n required is only a third as much— or 1030 sym-

bols. Similarly, when Cj is 2 steps out n becomes 618 symbols. If the

equalizer is turned on when equalization is relatively poor the steps are

taken in nearly the minimum time of C symbols. The counter capacity

may be calculated from the accuracy requirement using (56). For our

example we obtain C = 85. (Of course, either a 7-stage (2C = 128) or an

8-stage (2C = 256) would have to be used in practice.)

The longest average time before an equalizer change is required when

hj = and, consequently, pc = 0.5. Here a long average time is desirable

since disturbing the equalizer is detrimental. The time in such case is C
symbols— in our example about 7200 symbols. Thus, the average time
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between equalizer adjustments varies between C (85) and C2

(7200)

symbols with short times used when urgency of movement is greatest

and longer times used when leisurely adjustment is possible and, in fact,

necessaiy because of stringent accuracy requirements.

V. ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION USING ERROR CONTROL INFORMATION

5.1 Description

In many applications for adaptive equalization a forward-acting error

correction system will be associated with the data transmission system.

When the objective of system design is high-speed transmission, the

modem is generally operated at an unacceptably high error rate. A
detection-retransmission system cannot be solely relied upon, since the

high error rate would necessitate constant requests for retransmission.

In the exploratory VSB system described in Refs. 2, 3, and 4, a (200,

175) Bose-Chaudhuri code with a minimum distance of 8 was used for

triple error correction. In the event of a detectable error pattern con-

taining more than three errors, a retransmission request was made.

Using triple error correction with a modem error rate of roughly 2 X
10-8, the frequency of requests for retransmission was low enough to

not have appreciably affected the throughput of the system.

When the equalization is imperfect the error rate is naturally increased,

but moreover the data system becomes pattern sensitive. Some pat-

terns of input data are more likely to result in errors than other patterns

because of the memory of the system. Given that an error has occurred,

it is quite likely that such a bad pattern was transmitted. Since the bad

patterns are simply related to the system impulse response we have the

interesting possibility of using the information available in the error

correction system for the purpose of adjusting the equalizer.

Briefly, a scheme based on this principle works as follows. Whenever

an error is corrected by the error control unit, the direction of the error

and the polarities of the surrounding symbols are observed. By "direc-

tion" of the error is meant whether a symbol has been changed to a

higher amplitude level (+) or to a lower level (— ). If the direction of

the error is positive the polarities of the surrounding symbols are taken

directly to the equalizer. If the direction of the error is negative all

symbol polarities are inverted. These polarities are used to either ad-

vance or retard counters attached to the variable attenuators of the

equalizer. The attenuators are incremented positively or negatively
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whenever the corresponding counters underflow or overflow. A block

diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 6.

For a specific example, suppose that 16-level transmission is used.

The incoming binary data train is converted 4 bits at a time into the

16 symbols using a Gray code. Suppose that at the receiver the following

sequence is received

0011 1011 1*10 0110 0001.

The error control locates and corrects an error in the bit marked with an

X. As part of the error correction procedure the entire 200-bit word has

been stored, so the polarities of the symbols surrounding the error are

readily available. In fact, with a Gray code the polarity of the amplitude

level corresponding to a given 4-bit symbol is determined by the first bit.

Therefore, the polarities of the two symbols either side of the error

are, in order,

— + (error) — —

.

The symbol which was in error was 1010 changed to 1110. From a table

of the Gray code we can determine that this error carried amplitude

level 13 into amplitude level 12. Thus, the direction of the error is ncga-

RECEIVED CODE WORD

[T]oii [o] i i o (o I 1 a) [po 1 O 010

ERROR
DIRECTION

MOD 2
SUMS

4 -STAGE
COUNTER

ANY COUNTER OVERFLOW ADJUSTS
TAP ONE STEP ON AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER

AMPLITUDE
LEVEL

GREY
CODE

i ooo

IOOI

(01 1

1010

1 1 10

1 101

1 100

0100

0101

-c
0111

0110

0010

00 1 1

0001

0000

Fig. 6— Example error control— adaptive equalizer coordination (2C = 16).
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tive and the symbol polarities are reversed and used to increment

counters.

Notice that in this system the storage counters are only incremented

when errors occur. If no errors are being made, then the equalizer settings

are not changed. Therefore, the counters are changed much less fre-

quently in this system than in the previous adaptive equalizer. However,

when the counters are changed, we shall find that the changes are more

reliable and that smaller counters may be used to effect a comparably

reliable statistical test.

5.2 Analytical Evaluation

Again we are going to evaluate the probability p of counting in the

correct direction on the storage counter attached to attenuator c, .

We suppose that hj is positive and with a spacing 2d between levels we

have

p = P(a,_y > \ek > d) + P(ak-i < \ek < - d) (62)

p = 2P(ak-i > \ek > d). (63)

With the M possible symbols equally likely we can write (63) in the form

EPtft > d\ak-j = d(2i- 1)]

*> = - MPWVJ) ' (64)

As in Section 4.2, we write the error voltage ek

ek = ah-jhj + [ £ anhk-n + ijj (65)

and assume the bracketed term is Gaussian, mean zero, variance a .

Thus,

(66)

P[ek > d\ak-j = d(2i - 1)]

= vbLw» exp (" ^) dx

and for reasonably small error rates we make the approximation

P[ek > d\ak-j = d(2i- 1)]

d2
[l - (2i - l)h,]*\ (67)

V2W[1 - (2i- l)hA
y
\ 2

eXP I - ^T
:a

If Ave also assume that when o*_j- is a random variable, ek is Gaussian
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distributed and make the same approximation involved in (67), we

arrive at

P(ek > d) ^ —

—

,_! ,

3 exp l
- cf

(68)

Presumably o~ y> Shj when the system is near perfect equalization, so

we drop the Shj terms. Equations (68) and (67) are then inserted into

(64) to get

M 121 mi*

exp
d
2
[l - (2t - l)Ay]'+ d) (69)P

ilf £i[l ~ (2z - 1)^]

Our aim in evaluating (69) is an approximation which is accurate to

terms linear in hj , a small number. The denominator in (69) does not

contribute terms on this order, so we are able to sum the geometric series

giving

1 (d%
1 — exp

Md%\
°* )

1 — exp
2d%

(70)

Finally, we retain only terms linear in hj to obtain the result

V - \ +
McC'hj

(71)

Equation (71 ) is similar in form to (49) for the probability of a correct

count in the digitalized equalizer. The principal difference is that (71)

involves the threshold-to-noise ratio squared (d
2
/a

2

) whereas (49) uses

the ratio (d/a). Thus, p in (71) is considerably more reliable than the

probability for a correct count in the digitalized adaptive equalizer.

However, the counts in the error control system occur at a much slower

rate, namely 2P(ek > d).

A counter of capacity 2C is used to store the counts from the error

correction circuitry. The equations of Feller may again be used with

suitable approximations to find the probability pc of a correct equalizer

adjustment and the average number of counts n required before a cor-

rection.

pc = 1 — exp

. _ 2Ca
71 Md%

'

( Chjd
2M\

(72)

(73)
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In order to get the average number of symbols required before an equa-

lizer adjustment, we must multiply n by the average number of symbols

per error, which is approximately [from (68)]

V%cd
"« = ^pm- (74)

The comparison of this system with the previous system becomes

quite complicated because of the dependence of the error control system

upon the number of levels M and on the error rate of the system (for

which our approximation is only valid when equalization is exact). In

general, it seems that for a given accuracy of equalization, the previous

digitalized equalizer will require less time per adjustment. To follow

through with our example we assume hj = 0.5A, A = 0.0025, Sfa =

10
3

, and now M = 16. Since

S/a =il(il/2 - 1) (75)
6a-

the threshold-to-noise ratio is

dr/a = 11.76. (76)

The probability of error for the system is about 6.5 X 10-4 and n =

1540 symbols per error. From (72), we find that a counter capacity

2C = 40 is required to ensure pc = 0.99. This may be compared with

2C = 170 for the previous system. The number of counts per adjust-

ment n = 170, but n n = 2.62 X 105 symbols per adjustment.

This comparison is somewhat unfair to the error control system since

it must be pointed out that the speed of movement at hj — 0.5A is

immaterial. This condition merely determines the counter sizes neces-

sary to meet accuracy requirements. We are much more concerned with

the equalizer response when the equalization is imperfect. In this case,

not only is n inversely proportional to hj , but the error rate also in-

creases so that counts are made more frequently. Even if one is willing

to stretch the point quite a bit, it does seem that the error control

equalizer coordination is unattractive in comparison with the previous

adaptive system. Nevertheless the system implementation is quite

simple and the concept sufficiently intriguing that perhaps a use can

be found for such a coordination.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three systems for adaptive equalization of digital data systems have

been described and analyzed. One of these three systems, the digitalized
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adaptive equalizer described in Section IV, appears to be much more

attractive than the other two, both from the standpoint of instrumen-

tation ease and of performance. Therefore, although the error control

coordinated system has also been constructed, only the digit alized

adaptive system has been subjected to extensive testing.

The system constructed used a 13-tap delay line and a tap increment

A of 0.0025, although this increment is tapered to considerably smaller

values near the outside taps of the delay line. In line with the examine

values computed in Section IV, eight stages were used in the storage

counters, resulting in a capacity of 2C = 256 comits for each tap.

The system was tested in conjunction with the 9600 bit-per-second,

16-level VSB system described by F. K. Becker in Ref. 2. A good pic-

torial demonstration of the adaptive equalizer is shown in the sequence

of photos in Fig. 7 where the VSB system is transmitting at 4800 bits-

per-second, using only four levels. The reduced speed here is to enable

us to easily discern the distinct levels in the eye pictures of Fig. 7.

The first photo shows the normal, equalized eye pattern. The intensified

dots on this picture indicate the position of the sampling time which

in this first photo has been artificially moved to the right, completely

out of the eye opening. This is equivalent to the sudden introduction of

a constant delay into the transmission channel. It can be observed in

this first photo that the error rate would be relatively high due to the

mistiming.

In the subsequent pictures the timing position has been left fixed

while the adaptive equalizer changes its settings to move the entire

eye pattern to the right effecting a reequalization of the system. At first

the pattern moves quite rapidly since decisions are made quickly by the

testing counters. As the eye approaches the timing position again

decisions are made at a slower rate and the movement slows. The
entire process takes only about a few seconds in spite of the quite abnorm-

ally large disturbance of the transmission characteristic.

Fig. 8 shows a sequence of photographs of a 16-level folded eye pic-

ture following a sudden change in transmission characteristics. If the

16-level eye were shown in the same format as the 4-level eyes of Fig. 4,

the 15 "holes" in the eye diagram would be too small to distinguish.

Therefore, all 15 "holes" have been superimposed by folding the 16-level

eye diagram over and over until the picture resembles a binary eye dia-

gram. In the first second of operation, from to 1 second, the eye is

recaptured by the adaptive equalizer.

At the positions shown in the first photos of Figs. 7 and 8 the equalizer
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2 SEC

1SEC 3 SEC

4SEC

Fig. 7— Four-level eye picture after timing is abruptly displaced.
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2 SEC

1 SEC 3 SEC

4 SEC

Fig. 8— 16-level, folded eye picture after abrupt change in transmission char-

acteristics.

acts quickly and decisively. It is possible to disturb the channel so badly

that no semblance of an eye opening is left and the error probability is

nearly 0.5. The mathematics of the equalizer operation here are quite

complex and give little insight toward performance evaluation. It has
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been observed experimentally that for binary (2-level) operation it

has been impossible to find a setting or disturbance from which the

equalizer will not eventually converge. Sometimes the eventuality takes

as long as a minute as the equalizer makes slow (on the order of C2
)

decisions— a sure indication of inaccuracy. After a period of what seems

to be random hunting the equalizer reaches a position which it sud-

denly recognizes. The decisions come very quickly (on the order of C)

and the eye appears seemingly from nowhere. Finally, perfect equaliza-

tion is approached and the decisions once more come very slowly.

For higher level systems, 8- and 16-level, positions can be found from

which the equalizer will not in all probability converge in a time that

one is willing to wait around and watch. There seem to exist certain

stable states where, for example, a 16-level eye pattern exists where

8-level transmission is being used — each level being split into two
balanced levels. It should be emphasized that these conditions never

occur during normal data transmission when the equalizer has an open

eye to begin with and only has to track this eye through changing

transmission characteristics. They are relevant, however, for the ac-

quisition period if the equalizer is turned on without any setup period.

Such procedure is not recommended for the higher level systems. (It will

be obvious to the reader that it is possible to send a pattern of "outside"

levels— i.e., a 2-level signal to start a higher level transmission. Also,

it is possible to use quasi-random pattern generators, say maximal-

length shift registers, at both transmitter and receiver to start trans-

mission without worrying about transmission errors.)

A series of error performance runs was made on two test facilities—
one looped via K-carrier to Boston from Holmdel, New Jersey and the

other looped to Chicago via LMX-1 carrier from Holmdel. A number of

2 minute runs were made at 9600 bits-per-second at various times of

day on each facility. In every case a control run of 2 minutes (1.152 X
106 bits) was made using preset equalization as described in Ref. 3. The
results of these runs are plotted in Fig. 9 with preset error rate as the

abscissa and adaptive error rate as the ordinate. In all cases, the error

rate was diminished by the use of adaptive equalization. Even in the

worst case the improvement factor was over three, while the best case

represented an improvement factor of 50 and the average factor was
approximately 10.

The importance of this improvement factor in the performance of

this system cannot be overemphasized. While the order-of-magnitude

improvement may not seem significant, it must be pointed out that this

is raw error rate previous to error correction. If the curves relating cus-

tomer error rate to raw error rate for the error control system used in
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ERRORS IN 106 BITS PRESET EQUALIZATION

20,000

Fig. 9— Error rates for adaptive and preset equalization on test runs.

conjunction with the VSB system which are shown in Ref. 4 are exam-

ined, it will be seen that the customer error rate is an extremely sensitive

function of the raw error rate. An improvement of an order of magnitude

in raw error rate results in an improvement of 2 or 3 orders of magnitude

in the customer error rate. The customer error rates are not shown in

Fig. 9 since in many cases the error rate for preset equalization was

so high as to preclude synchronization, while frequently the adaptive

error rate was too low to get any customer errors at all in the two-min-

ute runs.

The question arises as to where the improvement comes from. First

the improvement factor does not come from tracking the changing

channel characteristics over the two-minute period. The error rate is

virtually unchanged if the adaptive equalizer is turned off after a few
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second's operation. The improvement comes from a number of other

factors, chief of which is the improved setting accuracy. The preset

equalizer operates for a period of 7 seconds during which 100 test pulses

per second are transmitted. After this period an equilibrium distribution

of equalizer positions has been reached in which the average tap error is

about A, whereas with the adaptive equalizer 2400 symbols per second

are used to extract information and the average tap error has been de-

signed to be close to the minimum value of 0.5A.

The other factors, whose importance has not been quantitatively

assessed, are the possibility of a nonlinearity in the transmission channel

so that different characteristics are presented to the data signals than to

test pulses, the possibility that the test pulses have some overlap, and
the possibility of some bias in the examination of test pulse sample

polarities. There seems to be no question that adaptive equalization using

received data is superior to test pulse equalization.

Finally, an attempt was made to measure the time variation of some
of the test lines. A critical measure of this variation can be achieved by
averaging in low-pass filters the outputs of the exclusive-OR circuits in

Fig. 4. The filter outputs are extremely sensitive indicators of the param-
eters hj ,

although they are difficult to calibrate since the proportionality

constant is a function of the noise variance [see (49)]. The recorder out-

puts from these filters are purposely not reproduced here lest the reader

grant too much .significance to the time variation records obtained.

Generally, about a peak variation of one percent was found on the center

3 taps (/t_i , ho , and hi) and a negligible amount on other taps. The
period of variation varied from about 10 seconds to a few minutes and

then grew short again periodically. It was easily demonstrated that the

variation was due to phase wander in the carrier system. Such slow phase

wander was subsequently tracked using more sophisticated phase con-

trol apparatus.

A record of the exact setting reached by each tap gain control using

adaptive equalizer setup was made periodically over a period of several

weeks. Within statistical error the values reached were constant with

the exception of the three central, phase-sensitive taps. (The reason

these taps are phase sensitive is that the quadrature pulse ideally has

nonzero values only at these points.)

The transmission facilities have been designed through the years to be

relatively insensitive to temperature and humidity changes. It would
seem that even for the most critical current data transmission usage,

the telephone channel's phase and amplitude characteristics can D3
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assumed to be time invariant. Thus, it seemed that adaptive equaliza-

tion was more useful as a refining device after test pulse equalization

and as an insurance system rather than as a tracking equalizer for a

significantly time varying channel. Nevertheless, the potentialities of

the system considerably exceeded the demands of the environment and

even so its benefits were quite strikingly apparent.
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